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Introduction	
!
	
  The following essay is an account of personal experiences and academic research on 

the subject of what I am defining as folk medicine in the Amazonian Basin of Peru. This essay 

is the cumulative project of my undergraduate studies of natural medicine and health sciences 

at The Evergreen State College. Thanks are in order to Professor Sarah Williams for her 

oversight and guidance of this project. Her insight was indispensable and pushed me to 

extend beyond my comfort zones as a writer.	


	
 The art and science of Peruvian folk medicine is a living tradition in the most literal 

sense of the term. It is a scientific and artistic extension of cultural consciousness and direct 

observation of and experience with the natural world. The essence of Peruvian folk medicine 

could be encapsulated in a two-tiered metaphor of life as a woven tapestry and melody (both 

of which play a key role in Peruvian folk medicine): the myriad threads of life, from the 

cultural paradigm which defines the lens of an individual’s reality and sense of identity within 

a community participating in the same paradigmatic parameters, to the basal emotional and 

psychological terrain with which the individual navigates the internal and external landscapes 

of their life, and on into the state of one’s spiritual reciprocity with the natural world, together 

are intricately woven into one another, giving rise to an elaborate fabric that represents the 

complexity of the human experience. Illness is analogous to a presence of disharmony at the 

time these threads are woven together. As a result, the edges of the tapestry become jagged 

and knotted, the patterns become undistinguishable, holes emerge and the colors run together, 

reflecting a state more akin to chaos than organization. It is through the power of music and 

intimate knowledge of energetic and spiritual dynamics of plants that lineage holders of 



Peruvian folk medicine sing their patients to health, untying the knots and disharmonic 

patterns back into a state of resonance. Everything discussed henceforth serves to bolster this 

paradigm of life, health, illness, and healing.	


	
 To develop a basic appreciation of folk medicine in Peru, we must necessarily take into 

consideration the myriad of circumstances that support, sustain, and transform the practice of 

medicine throughout the Amazon basin. As is generally the case with any cultural practice of 

medicine, the basis of medical knowledge is largely an expression of said cultures worldview 

and cultivated observations of the human condition, geographic location, ecological setting, 

intercultural commerce, critical periods of history, and the tools (language, cultivation 

practices, rituals, writing, etc.) used to transmit and preserve cultural lineages of medicine. 

The intention of this essay is to weave an appreciation of folk medicine in Peru by exploring 

the relevant threads mentioned above.	


	
 I have done my earnest to portray the cultures and practices of medicine as I have 

observed them. I do not wish to perpetuate the illusion of Rousseau’s noble savage, nor do I 

endeavor to wax pastoral poetically about a pristine utopian jungle civilization unscathed by 

the tragedies of colonialism and modernity who possess the knowledge of the ancients in elixir 

form. My naivety to the reality of life for the people of the Peruvian Amazon will be made 

evident throughout the course of this essay, as my experiences merely ripple the surface of 

these deep waters. Throughout my engagement with this subject, both academically and 

within the field, it has been my genuine intention to empty my mind preconceived notions and 

expectations and simply listen.	


!



A. My Informants	


	
 As of today, I have been working closely with three practitioners: François Demange, 

Orlando Chujandama Huazanga, and Maestra Justina Cerrano. A great deal of my 

comprehension of folk-medicine in the Peruvian Amazon has accumulated as a result of their 

collective willingness to confide their knowledge in me. The closer my relationships become 

with them, the deeper sense of gratitude I have for their genuine passion to serve their 

communities with tireless austerity, dedication and integrity, despite the endogenous 

challenges of walking this path.	


!
François Demange	


	
 François Demange has been learning Peruvian folk medicine for 18 years. In 1996, 

François got his footing in the Amazon first as a patient at Takiwasi, a center for addiction in 

Tarapoto, Peru. After his successful period of treatment, he lived in the greater San Martin 

region for ten years, working at Takiwasi in Tarapoto and learning from practitioners of the 

Aguaruna, Quechua-Lamista, and Shipibo-Conibo cultures. François eventually moved to 

Iquitos to continue his apprenticeship with Guillermo Arevalo, a renown Ayahuasquero of the 

Shipibo. 	


!
!
!
!



Orlando Chujanadama-Huazanga	


	
 Orlando Chujandama, 47, is a master herbalist and Ayahuasquero of the Quechua-

Lamista. He was initiated at the age of eleven by his grandfather, Aquilino Chujandama, a 

well-respected practitioner of the San Martin region of Peru and whom Orlando lived with as 

a child. Initially, Orlando did not directly follow in the footsteps his grandfather and instead 

went on to work various jobs while raising a family in Tarapoto. At the age of thirty, Orlando 

was employed at the Takiwasi health center (at the same time when Francois was a patient). 

Orlando’s exposure to ayahuasca and herbal medicine prompted him to return to the lineage of 

Aquilino. Orlando now operates a rustic (albeit developing) health center in his home village, 

Llucanayacu, along the Huallaga river southwest of Tarapoto. He offers traditional therapies 

and ayahuasca ceremonies for local and international patients. 	


!
!
	


Orlando Chujandama Orlando and Justin, 2012



Maestra Justina Cerrano (Nihue Rawa)	


	
 Maestra Justina is medicine elder of the Shipibo-Conibo and lives outside of Pucallpa 

in the village of Vensedor along the Rio Pisqui, a tributary to the Ucayali River. She was 

trained in the lineage of her uncle starting at the age of 20. Her initiation included a year and 

eight month period of solitude in the jungle. She primarily speaks her native language, and is 

often accompanied by her husband, son, and immediate family during ceremony.	


!
!
!
	


!
	


Maestra Justina Cerrano Justina and Justin, 2013



B. Outline	


	
  Chapter one begins by providing a historical, cultural and geographical conditions 

that surround the practice of medicine in the Peruvian Amazon. Chapter two explores the 

etiology of health and illness, the therapeutic and educational significance of the dieta, the 

spiritual beliefs in and therapeutic application of plant medicines (master plants), and the 

healing medium of traditional incantations (icaros). Chapter three is a discussion of ayahuasca 

(a psychoactive plant decoction central to the practice of medicine in certain Amazonian 

cultures) from a botanical and biochemical perspective, the nature of the brew’s preparation, 

ritual administration, the utility of ayahuasca as a means for pathological diagnosis; common 

experiences amongst participants of ayahuasca ceremonies through the lens of cognitive 

psychology, a story of healing with ayahuasca, and the importance of the integration process. 

Chapter four concludes the essay with a review and closing thoughts on the past, present and 

future evolution of folk-medicine in the Peruvian Amazon. An appendix includes the names 

and photos of plant medicines common to the region I have studied, a personal account of my 

experience during a five week period of isolation in the jungle new Tarapoto, Peru, and a 

glossary of Quechua-Lamista, Shipibo-Conibo, and Spanish terminology relevant to the 

practice of folk medicine.	


!
!
!
!



Chapter One: Folk Medicine in the Peruvian Amazon	


	
 An attempt to encompass the entirety of medicine practices present in the Peruvian 

Amazon is beyond the scope this essay. Indeed, folk medicine in the Peruvian Amazon is a 

misnomer in itself, and should be clarified at this point. By utilizing the term “folk-medicine,” I 

am referring to a culturally and geographically specific practice of healing by indigenous 

healers which is traditionally passed down through a successive cultural lineage. The 

generalized statements in the beginning of this chapter merely serve to direct the readers 

attention towards the overarching cultural motifs that influence and characterize the practice 

of folk medicine in the Peruvian Amazon. This sets the pace for discussing Peruvian folk 

medicine in a the larger context of shamanism (I bring up the parallel of shamanism only to 

contextualize an otherwise abstract and overwhelmingly broad subject, and will later refer to 

the practitioners and their practices not as shamans but as they might refer to themselves).	


!
A. Vegetalismo	


	
 Dr. Luis Eduardo Luna’s 1985 dissertation1 explains that Vegetalismo is an umbrella 

term referring to a wide range of practitioners, Vegetalistas, throughout the Peruvian Amazon 

basin who practice the knowledge of plant medicine to heal (it is worth mentioning that all of 

Luna’s informants were Mestizo, and that Vegetalismo is generally a term used among Mestizo 

practitioners, though it incorporates indigenous healers as well). Vegetalistas specialize in 

different modalities of healing. For example, Paleros use the medicine of trees, Tabaqueros 

utilize the healing properties of jungle tobacco (mapacho), and Perfumeros offer herbal baths for 

clearing negative energy from a person and bringing luck and good fortune in life and love. 



An Ayahuasquero specializes in the use of ayahuasca, a psychoactive plant medicine used for a 

variety of reasons, among them being the diagnosis and treatment of illness. Luna further 

clarifies the definitional implications of Vegetalismo by stating, “The term (Vegetalismo) would 

mean...‘an expert in the use of plants’ (Vegetales). This term indicates, however, not so much 

the fact that they frequently use plants in their practice, but refers to the origin of their 

knowledge: it comes from the spirits of certain plants, which are the shaman’s real teachers.”	


!
B. Vegetalismo and Shamanism	


	
 It was the Romanian historian and philosopher Mircea Eliade2 who introduced the 

term šamán (colloquially pronounced “sha-man” or “shay-men”), which has since become an 

umbrella definition in academic and new-age communities used to identify the cultural 

archetype who engages in cultivation practices and rituals which generate an altered state of 

consciousness for the purpose of healing or otherwise. Individuals typically endure extended 

periods of initiation and are often chosen for the profession through extenuating 

circumstances (exuding a natural power to heal at a young age, surviving a lightning strike or 

animal attack, multiple near death experiences, surviving extreme illness, prophetic dreams, 

etc.). The initiation process usually culminates in a metaphysical dismemberment and 

restructuring of the initiate’s identity which allows them to develop their special healing gifts 

and communicate readily with the spirit world3. Vegetalismo could be considered a form of 

Amazonian shamanism when we take into consideration the endearing shamanic qualities of 

the Vegetalista, namely, the support of a cultural cosmogony consisting of a multi-tiered reality 

and a mythological narrative replete with animistic lore, coupled with ascetic cultivation 

practices and rituals which allow an individual to communicate with the spiritual world to 



learn the art and science of healing (chapter 3 discusses the details of these practices in greater 

detail).	


!
C. Narratives of Illness and Healing	


	
 Frank Fools crow, the late holy man of the Lakota Sioux, determined if he could heal 

someone by looking into their eyes from within his own heart to determine the depth of their 

faith in Wakan-Tanka (Great Spirit), Fools Crow himself, and most importantly themselves, in 

order to be cured, healed, or both (Fools Crow makes a distinction between the two, the 

former being concerned primarily with physical health, while the later was more concerned 

with resolving spiritual disharmony, which can then have a cascading effect into the physical 

body). If through their eyes Fools Crow determined their faith to be sufficient, he would then 

touch them on the shoulder: If his hand became warm, he knew for sure they could be helped; 

if cold, he would turn them away.4 What the holy man of the Lakota Sioux understood was 

the function of narrative as a means with which to identify as a character within the story of 

one’s own life, which further allows them to develop pattern recognition skills through time 

and space so that they may perceive the seemingly chaotic nature of life’s complexities as 

organized and observable relationships. 	


	
 The function of narrative in the role of healing is as evident in the Peruvian Amazon as 

the American plains. In his PhD research on shamanism of the upper Amazon basin,5 Steven 

Bayer explains that a patient comes to a healer bearing a narrative of sickness, and through 

the process of treatment develops an understanding of the complexities and life events which 

gave rise to their illness. Both cultural narrative (macro level constituents of the human 



condition) and subjective narrative (micro level, personal life events) coalesce to form the 

architecture from which health and illness are derived. 	


 	
 Within the cultural narrative of illness in Vegetalismo is the understanding that the root 

of all personal affliction originates within the spirit. Illness may thus be the work of 

malevolent spirits dwelling in the forest, the plight of angered ancestors, or more commonly 

the act of Brujeria, the Amazonian equivalent of sorcery. The deeply held belief and therefore 

reality of Brujeria greatly influences the narrative of illness, the practice of healing, and the 

experience of being healed throughout the upper Amazon. Thus it is the responsibility of the 

Curendero to travel through the sprit realm in a state of trance, often facilitated by the ingestion 

of ayahuasca, searching in the visual state for the roots of disease while communicating and 

collaborating with the spirits they encounter along the way. In the case of Brujeria, a battle of 

spirits between the Curendero and Brujo may ensue in order to reclaim the patients’ captured 

spirit.	


	
 Stephan Bayer discusses Brujeria at great length in order to illustrate the cultural  

embededness of sorcery throughout the upper Amazon. Bayer explains that at the heart of 

brujeria is the impetus of envidia, a Mestizo term used to encompass the pathological emotions 

of envy, jealousy, resentment, anger, and hatred. Brujos use their knowledge of the spirit world 

to assert their dominance within the spiritual plane and have the ability to enforce their will 

into social dynamics. They may be hired for their insidious services by individuals primed 

with political, social, or economic prerogatives. Beyer tells a revealing story of his informant, 

Doña Maria, who suffered a stroke and eventually died as a result of witchcraft by an 

unnamed brujo who sent magic darts, virotes, into her body. Resorting to the use of Brujeria  is a 



deeper reflection of the passive aggressiveness commonly observed in traditional and Mestizo 

cultures throughout the Amazon.6 As I have observed, successful Curenderos, and particularly 

those who care for international patients, are constantly giving gifts, hiring the local 

population for work, and sharing their wealth amongst their communities. Failing to address 

these social pressures is to run the risk of invoking envidia upon themselves.	


!
	


A Shipibo Muyara (The Shipibo equivalent of an Ayahuasqero) engages in a battle in the spirit 
world with a Brujo, whose spirit has taken the shape of a bat, during an ayahuasca healing 

ceremony. Artwork by Pablo Amaringo.



Conclusion	


	
  In this chapter I have provided an overarching sense of the basal cultural landscape 

which underlines the practice of folk medicine in the Peruvian Amazon, the Vegetalista and 

their characteristic parallels within the larger context of shamanism, and the role of narrative 

in the healing process. Chapter two will take these generalizations further by discussing the 

critical periods of history that have shaped the culture of medicine, and contextualize the 

practice of healing within two cultures of the Upper Amazon basin, The Shipibo-Conibo and 

Quechua-Lamista.	


	


Rio Mariñon, before making its confluence with the Rio Ucayali, 
south of Iquitos.



Chapter Two:  Historical and Cultural Context of Peruvian 
Folk Medicine	


!
	
 In this chapter we will consider the major historical events in the Amazonian Basin of 

Peru that were instrumental to the development of folk medicine as we see it today. I will also 

discuss basic cultural lenses of the Quechua-Lamista and Shipibo-Conibo of the upper 

Amazon basin in Peru. This will further set the groundwork to discuss the specific elements of 

healing within these cultures.	


!
A. Historical Impact on the Practices of Folk Medicine	


	
 The inter-cultural exchange of goods, knowledge, and cultural customs along the 

riverine highways of the Amazon existed long before the arrival of Europeans. Their arrival, 

however, marks a critical period of cultural evolution throughout the Amazon. The 

Colonization of Peru began in the 1500s with the Spanish conquest of Francisco Pizarro in 

1542, in which he managed to cripple the Incan empire, which stretched from Bolivia to 

Ecuador, with less than 200 men. Jesuit missionaries established reducciones throughout the 

Amazon basin in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries that served as labor camps and 

conversion posts of nomadic indigenous tribes. Members of multiple tribes were forced to live 

together, and this resulted in the amalgamation of cultural customs, language, and knowledge 

of medicine. Further down the river of time, Amazonian cultures converged again under less 

obvious forms of oppression during the rubber oil boom period in the late 1800s and early 

1900s. Indigenous people migrated towards port cities such as Pucallpa and Iquitos (located 



along the the Rio Ucayali and the headwaters of the Amazon, respectively) for work 

opportunities.1	


	
 Colonialism continues to be a major source of oppression throughout the Amazon 

basin. Natural resource exploitation of oil, gold, minerals, lumber, and plants has continued to 

influence the development of the Amazon, and has resulted in an increase of deforestation, 

erosion, displacement of communities due to contaminated water sources, failure of crops, 

declining fish and animal populations, economic debt and inequality, biopiracy, and a decline 

of traditional language, culture, and the practice of traditional medicine. 	


	
 	


B. Culture Context: The Quechua-Lamista and Shipibo-Conibo	


	
 My fieldwork and research has been focused on two different geological and cultural 

setting of Peru: the northeastern lowland region of San Martin (Tarapoto) and the east-

central region of Pucallpa and the Rio Ucayali (studying with Orlando Chujandama of the 

Quechua-Lamista in the former and Maestra Justina Cerrano of the Shipibo-Konibo in the 

latter). 	


The Quechua-Lamista	


	
 the Quechua-Lamista are mainly located in the lowland province of Lamas and the 

Huallaga and Mariñon rivers, near Tarapoto in the San Martin Region of Peru. Lamas-

Quechua is one of four dialects belonging to the Quechua language family which extends as 

far south as Bolivia and as north as Ecuador. According to a survey in 2000, the dialect is 

spoken by approximately 15,000 people. 	




	
 The cosmo-vision and folklore of the Quechua-Lamista is primarily animistic in nature. 

Animals and spirits are believed to live either within the earth, in the water, or in the sky. The 

ayamama, sacha mama, yacuruna, yacumama, tunchi, chullachaqui, sirena, and bufeo are common 

mythological characters amongst the Quechua-Lamista (Luna). Many of these spirits have 

found there way into the Mestizo folklore and other indigenous groups in the upper Amazon 

basin.	


!
!

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

!
!

Quechua-Lamista Dancers in Lamas



The Shipibo-Conibo	


	
 The Shipibo-Conibo are distributed along the banks of the Rio Ucayali in the upper 

Amazon region of Peru. Historically, they are a conglomerate of two cultures, the Shipibo, or 

“monkey people” (the root word “Shipi” refers to a small monkey in the jungle) and the 

Conibo (“fisherman people”). Their language belongs to the Panoic language family. It is 

estimated that the Shipibo language is the mother tongue to 30,000 people. Other groups 

within the Panoan language family include the Amahuaca, Campa, Cocama, Cashibo, 

Pisquibo,and Shetebo, all of whom inhabit various tributaries of the upper Ucayali riverine 

system along with the Shipibo.	


	
 Anthropologist Peter G. Roe, is correct to point out that an attempt to reproduce a 

complete picture of Shipibo mythology implies the necessity of drawing from varying models 

and data sources. The task is complicated further because Shipibo folklore has been 

traditionally preserved through oral transmission. The tradition of storytelling and thus the 

continuation of the Shipibo’s cultural paradigm into the upcoming generation has been 

dwindling in the younger population of more acculturated Shipibo communities. Nonetheless, 

we can glimpse the mythological landscape of the Shipibo through surviving stories.	


	
 Shipibo folklore is rich with mythological figures, cosmological associations, political 

relations, cultural heroes, values, and social taboos. Stories provided by Roe’s informants 

illustrate the architecture of Shipibo culture and the way in which they reference the spirit 

world to maintain their principles, values, and ethics. For example, their is a story in which 

children change into different animals to perform certain tasks. Another story recalls the 

maniacal killing spree of the Huiso Inon (black jaguar) and the account of the valiant foreign 



shaman’s escape and sedation of the malevolent beast. There are many stories of women 

having marital and or sexual relationships with jaguars, tapirs, earthworms, dolphins and 

anacondas, thus indicating the cultural taboos surrounding women (The shipibo culture leans 

towards matriarchy; as such, I believe the stories serve as means for women to cultivate their 

identity and avoid the seductive allure of the jungle). Other stories depict hunters who receive 

the skillful means to hunt from a giant water anaconda, and heroic figures ascending to the 

sky to become the stars of the big dipper. One story tells of an Incan hero in the shape of a 

bird who taught the Shipibo how to correctly use a paddle in a dugout canoe. This story 

indicates that the Shipibo and Incan cultures met at some time, and that the Shipibo respected 

the Inca as a superior civilization. Within Shipibo folklore the Lapuna tree has a dualistic 

connotation, standing both as the revered World Tree or axis mundi, connecting the three 

levels of the universe, and as a provider of poisonous sap used to accumulate black magic 

powers by yoshin yovui, “poison demons,” or sorcerers.	


	
 There are at least two overlapping cosmological systems associated with the Shipibo, 

the first being circular in quality and the second quadrangular; various myths indicate the 

recognition and integration of both. This cosmological landscape is generally divided into 

celestial, telluric and subterranean worlds. Heaven and earth are connected by a ladder upon 

which the kaya, or human spirit, travels after the burial of the physical body. Measures of time 

are understood as nested layers, from the cycles within a day to larger cosmological cycles 

(women’s menstruation cycles roughly indicted a months passing). Not present on the 

schematic below is the significance of stellar constellations of cosmological and mythological 

significance, such as the southern cross (which divides the cosmos in a quadrangular fashion), 

the Big Dipper, Orion, and the Pleiades. Mountains and caves are direct access routes to the 



Basic rendering of the circular and quadrangular Cosmovision of the Shipibo 
and surrounding cultures. Peter G. Roe, 1982.



underworld.	


	
 Cultural beliefs concerning the fate of the spirit in the afterlife is made evident by the 

Shipibo’s burial rituals. Children and adults were commonly placed in semi-fetal positions into 

Quenti Ani, burial urns. Placing the dead body in the fetal position symbolizes the death of the 

physical body and birth of the disembodied spirit. the Quenquesh, or potshards, are associated 

with the spirits of the person buried within, and are thought of as dangerous or powerful, 

depending on the circumstances of death and character of the individual. Unearthing the 

Quenquesh, either for archeological purpose or for the reuse of the clay, is thought to be an 

origin of illness inflicted by the yoshin, ghosts or spirits associated with the subterranean 

spheres.2	
 	


	
 Another common element of Shipibo folklore (not mentioned in Roe’s work) are the 

chaikuni, spirits of the forest which often taken human form, though slightly misshapen. 

Shipibo healers rely on them during an ayahuasca ceremony for protection or for assistance 

with the diagnosis and curing of an illness (Maestra Justina Cerrano purportedly has a 

husband and child in the chaikuni spirit world, whom she often communicates with both in 

everyday life and during ayahuasca ceremonies). According to folklore, the chaikuni are known 

to appear to those who are lost in the jungle and lead them back to their village.	


	
 Shipibo healers are recognized by their varying capacities of healing potential. In an 

interview in the documentary, “Other Worlds,” Guillermo Arevalo claims there are 3 levels of 

healers: the Onayas, Muyaras, and Yube.  Onayas are novice healers and have the ability to heal 

illnesses of the flesh (the easiest illness to treat), as well as psychological conditions. They are 

masters of botanical remedies and often use them in their treatments. Muyaras, who also 



possess a mastery of plant medicine, have the ability to heal the sprit of their patients by 

communicating with the spirit realm with the support of ayahuasca and singing during a 

healing ceremony. Another distinguishing skill of the Muyara is their ability to extract chontas, 

energetic darts shot in the body by malevolent spirits or by acts of brujeria, sorcery. The third 

level of healer, the Yube, works primarily from the world of spirit, and has dedicated their life 

to the study of plant medicine and the realm of spirit to 

such a degree so as to no longer rely on physical plants to 

promote healing, and merely rely on the strength of their 

singing and relationship to the spirit world to heal. 

Guillermo Arevalo states that most practitioners today 

are working only within the lower 6 of 12 dimensions, as 

the knowledge of the higher realms has been lost. I have 

not found any other sources that speak either of the Yube 

or of a 12 tiered cosmovision.) According to Guillermo, 

the Yube are extremely rare on account of the level 

of dedication required to achieve this level of 

mastery.3	


	
 Many cultural beliefs of the Shipibo are symbolically represented in their artwork. 

According to Shipibo folklore, the inspiration for the curvilinear paintings on their ceramics, 

textiles, and paintings emanate from the skin of the cosmic anaconda, Ronin. These patterns 

are thought to permeate throughout all aspects of reality, and give objects their form, color, 

and sound. Ingesting ayahuasca can stimulate the direct perception of these patterns. The 

geometric designs on Shipibo textiles are unique to the weaver, while craft is commonly 

Statue of a Shipibo man wearing a 
traditional cushma and holding a cup, likely 
containing ayahuasca or an herbal remedy). 	


San Francisco (near Pucallpa)



carried out by women. The geometric patterns, or quéne, can represent the acoustical 

architecture of a song, which can often be sung by the weaver of the textile while tracing her 

finger along the lines. Shipibo healers who use song as a medium of healing augment their 

tonalities and rhythms to project and interpret the quéne in the visual field (Charing).	


!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
Conclusion	
 	


	
  This chapter began by briefly discussing the impact of colonialism and other historical 

factors that changed the face of culture and thus the practice of medicine in the upper Amazon 

basin. The chapter continued with an introduction to the cosmogony and mythological basis of 

Shipibo Textile, worn as a skirt. 	

Woven by Maestra Justina Cerrano



Quechua-Lamista and Shipibo-Conibo cultures which have most informed my perspective of 

Peruvian folk medicine. This has given us a reasonable foundation with which to discuss the 

modalities of healing that are themselves extensions of these cultural parameters of world 

view, health, illness, and healing.	


!

!

!

	


Traveling to Orlandos home in Llucanayacu, along the Rio Huallaga, 	

a major tributary to the Amazon.



Chapter 3.  Modalities of Cultivation and Healing	


	
 As I have mentioned, folk medicine in the upper Amazon is an extension of cultural 

cosmogony and animistic mythology, which set the tone for cultural morals and core value 

systems which are ultimately an extension of reciprocity to the rivers and jungle. In this 

chapter, I present the methods of cultivation and healing that I have been exposed to amongst 

the Shipibo and Quechua-Lamista. The chapter begins with a discussion about the cultural 

beliefs and practices surrounding plant medicine, followed by an investigation of a modality of 

therapy and personal cultivation known as the dieta. The chapter ends with a discussion of the 

role of ceremonial singing and chanting of songs known as the icaros. While I have separated 

the various elements of healing into different sections, it is important to remember they are 

essentially part and parcel of one another; the master plants, the diet, and the songs are all 

extensions of the same underlying principles of health, illness and healing.	


!
A. Plant Spirit Medicine	


!
	
 As discussed previously, one of the central beliefs of a Vegetalista (one who has learned 

from plants how to heal) is that the medicinal properties of plants can be attributed to the 

spirits that dwells within them (hence the affectionate terms plantas maestros i.e master plants, 

plant teachers, or doctorcitos, “little doctors”). Eduardo Luna has the following to offer 

regarding the observation of master plants in Vegetalismo: “the strength of the plant is referred 

to as its doctoring power, which is how the plants come to be known as ‘doctors.’ The 

obtainment of knowledge of a plants healing force is accomplished through periods of 



isolation, diet regulation, and sexual abstinence. Traditionally, it is the plants which teach the 

initiate the icaros, or healing songs.”1	


	
 Master plants are typically non-psychoactive, although prolonged periods of time 

following the guidelines of a dieta (explained in the next section), the effects of the plants may 

cause a mareacion, a term used to describe a quality of dizziness associated with the visionary 

state, leading to an increased awareness of the energetic and spiritual dynamics of that plant. 

These effects are believed to indicate a period when an individual is in direct communication 

with the plant spirit.2	


	
 Steven Bayer mentions that, among Mestizo Curenderos, plants are commonly 

categorized according to gender (certain plants, such as mucura, which is biologically classified 

as a single genus is in fact two plants, one male and the other female). Plants are further 

categorized by color (for example, Puculupuna and Lupuna blanco, red and white Lupuna trees, 

respectively), and energetic spectrums of light or dark.2 According to Orlando Chujandama, 

plants may also be categorized by hot and cold (For example, the master plants Chiric Sanango 

and Uchu Sanagno, are cold and hot sanango, respectively). Further, Orlando explains that 

master plants can be organized by their elemental properties: earth, water, fire and air. Thus, if 

an individual exhibits an excess of earthly qualities such as physically lethargy, mentally 

sluggish, or is generally uninterested and disenchanted with life, then a master plant with 

opposing elemental properties such as water or air might be an appropriate prescription, 

helping to “lift” or bring “fluidity” into the patients overall energy and sprits. Conversely, if an 

individual exhibits excessive qualities of air and generally has a busy mind, or has difficulty 

grounding their ideas into the physical world, finishing projects, making decisions, or has a 



generally lack of direction in their lives, then plants with an earthen elemental nature would 

help to rebalance or “ground” this individuals constitutional state of being.	


	
 Whereas Carolus Linneaus developed a system with which to classify plants by 

anatomical features, Vegetalisitas developed a method of classification that emphasized the 

organization of plants by their functional, energetic, and spiritual properties. Rather than 

counting pistils and stamens, Curenderos consume their plants to stimulate a subjective 

experience which forms the basis of their herbal and medical knowledge. The period of time in 

which this scientific investigation takes place is the dieta.	
 	


!
B. Dieta	


	
 Monks, mystics, yogi’s, Daoist sages and others have independently established rites 

and methods of personal cultivation and healing. The dieta (Spanish for “diet”) is the 

Amazonian equivalent to these global esoteric practices that serves not only as a means for 

personal cultivation but for healing as well. It is a period of fasting, purification and healing 

with master plants in the seclusion of nature. Second, it is a period of learning for both patient 

and practitioner. For patients, it is an opportunity to remove everyday distractions and 

dedicate their focus within themselves. For practitioners, it is a means to investigate the 

energetic, functional, and spiritual properties of master plants and the cosmological forces and 

their interactions within the corporal microcosm. 	


	
 Common dieta guidelines maintain that an initiate remains in solitude in the jungle 

while living in a tambo (a simple jungle shelter), communicating only with their teacher or 

their assistant. Additionally, an abstinence from dietary stimulants is observed, including salt, 



sugar, spices, and fats. Dieta friendly foods generally include rice, quinoa, potatoes, plantains, 

and certain fish. Sexual activity of any kind is strongly discouraged, as it is perceived as an act 

of releasing cultivated energy. In the case of a patient, specific plant medicines are prescribed 

to them after diagnosis during an ayahuasca ceremony. In the case of an initiate, several master 

plants may be administered in order to learn about their spiritual and medicinal qualities.	


	
 The minimum duration of a dieta is generally one week, with an ayahuasca ceremony at 

the beginning, middle, and end, which helps to open, adjust, and close the dieta, respectively. 

Patients seeking treatment for severe conditions 

are encouraged to commit to a longer dieta or to 

return on a consistent basis. Committed 

practitioners and apprentices may follow the dieta 

guidelines anywhere from a month to an entire 

year (Maestra Justina’s first dieta spanned a year 

and eight months, during which she ingested 

comalonga, a plant known for its protective spirit and 

ability to extract chontas, a skill which distinguishes her status as a Muyara). Further, different 

master plants may require varying periods of dieta. For example, ayahuma is a medicinal tree 

that requires three months of dieta. According to Justina, ayahuma can be taken orally or used 

as an herbal bath).	


	
 The dieta serves as a supportive container in which the ill can heal, and the protocols 

surrounding the dieta further reinforce the integrity of this container. Once a dieta is opened, 

the initiate is strongly advised to complete the duration of time initially agreed upon. 

Typical tambo for Dieta



Engaging in a dieta implies a generous degree of increased sensitivity, physical weakness, and 

vulnerability. Should an individual leave a dieta abruptly, they run the risk of being exposed to 

stressful or overwhelming situations that may erase the healing progress or even cause their 

illness to remit and intensify. This is analogous to getting up off the surgery table halfway 

through an operation, or failing to take the full course of antibiotics, leaving the strongest, 

most resistant bacteria behind to repopulate the body. An individual should only leave a dieta 

if complications arise that are beyond the practitioners ability to care for.	


	
 By following the guidelines of the dieta, an initiate becomes highly sensitized to their 

surrounding environment, which is the result of simplifying external stimulus to the rhythms 

and cycles of nature while further ingesting plant medicines. It is commonly believed that the 

plant spirits take offense to the smell of humans, and may not present themselves until an 

individual has followed the guidelines of the dieta. Once this is accomplished, they may be 

“doctored” by the plant spirit, which comes to the patient and untangles their energetic 

pathologies. This can occur throughout any stage of the dieta; in a state of waking, within a 

dream, and during or after an ayahuasca ceremony. The healing experience may be 

accompanied by physical sensations of discomfort or relief, augmentation of emotional states, 

fluctuations in temperature, shaking or trembling, visuals, vomiting, diarrhea, and oscillations 

in the quality and quantity of cognition. All of these symptoms are perceived as the removal of 

illness and progression of health.	


!
!
!



C. Los Icaros	


	
 The Icaros are acoustic vehicles through which an Ayahuasquero transmits their 

relationship to the master plants and forces of the natural world. The icaros are the cumulative 

essence of a practitioners access to the spirit world which has been cultivated through 

extended periods of dieta and apprenticeship with an elder or lineage holder. These songs or 

chants are most commonly sung during a healing ceremony with ayahuasca.	


	
 The icaros serve many functions. There are specific icaros intended for opening 

ceremonies and clearing the ceremony space of dark or negative energy; for invoking 

particular plant or animal spirits or forces of nature; icaros which augment the intensity of 

visions; for protection (arkanas); to bring strength and vitality to a patient and to open or close 

a period of dieta; to clear a patient of energia negativa (negative energy); for good luck in love 

and business, or establishing and diffusing relations; and icaros which chase away negative 

spirits or Shitanan (sorcery). François lists some of the culturally specific ailments treated 

through chanting, such as susto, fright, or songs of protection for initiates coming out of dieta 

(Demange, p. 50). 	


	
  Ayahuasqueros amongst the Shipibo have developed a unique expression of the icaros 

wherein the rhythm, melody, and linguistic content of the icaro serves as a real-time 

interpretation of their visual state and sensorial experience induced by the ingestion of 

ayahuasca (inversely, the icaros also serve to design the architecture of the visual state, which is 

achieved via the intentions of the Ayahuasquero). An Ayahuasquero relies on their knowledge of 

the healing qualities of the spirits to perceive, transform, and tonify the pathological energy 



they are perceiving in their patients (pathological diagnosis and healing is discussed in the 

next chapter).	
	


!
Conclusion	


	
 In review, we have seen how the guidelines of dieta are predicated on cultural practices 

of plant spirit medicine, and how the dieta provides a safe and effective container for the 

process of healing and learning to unfold. We also touched on the synonymous action of 

learning and healing; how a patient’s dieta is an experience of healing and learning, and how a 

practitioner uses the dieta to learn about the medicinal and spiritual properties of plants and 

the natural world, and finally, how the icaros serve as a medium for the practitioner to transmit 

this knowledge for the intention of healing during an ayahuasca ceremony.	


!
!
	


Over the Rio Madre de Dios, Puerto Maldonado



Chapter 4: Ayahuasca	


	
 This chapter is dedicated to exploring the multiple components of ayahuasca; it’s history 

as a medicine, botanical components and biochemical constituents, the preparation process, 

the safety and efficacy of the brew, the ceremonial context in which it is administered;  

ayahuasca as a tool for for pathological diagnosis and healing; parallel themes associated with 

the ayahuasca experience, a story of healing with ayahuasca, and the importance of the post-

ayahuasca integration period.	


!
A. Speculations on the History of Ayahuasca	


	
 The historical use of ayahuasca is as difficult to maintain as a trail through the Amazon. 

Based on limited archeological discoveries, some claim that ayahuasca has been used for at 

least 5,000 years. This assumption is tangential at best, and commonly serves as a means to 

romanticize the ancient roots of of ayahuasca. Artifacts from the Chavín (1200 BC) and 

Tiwanaku (between 700 and 11 AD) cultures provide early evidence of ritualized use of 

psychoactive substances in Peru, such as the nasal inhalation of snuffs, as well as the use of 

huachuma, known today as San-Pedro.1 Thus, altered states of consciousness produced by 

plants has been a practice for at least 3200 years, but this still does not provide a justification 

for the ancient use of ayahuasca. 	


	
 The Inca empire, in its period of expansion during the 1400s, provide no written 

records to support the ancient historic roots of ayahuasca. The first written records of 

ayahuasca come from Jesuit missionaries Pablo Maroni (1737) and Franz Xavier Veigl (1768), 

200 years after the Spanish Conquest of Francisco Pizarro in 1532. Pioneering ethnobotanist 



Richard Spruce provides the first ethnobotanical description of the elixir in 1851 during his 

research amongst the northern Amazon Quechua near the Rio Napo, a tributary to the 

headwaters of the Amazon.2 The Quechua called it ayahuasca- a word which commonly 

translates as “vine of the soul” or “vine of the dead,” referring to the tea’s association with the 

spirit world and facilitation of the shamanic death. The Rio Napo undoubtedly served as a 

locus of exchange and commerce between different tribal groups of the region and a node 

from which the knowledge of ayahuasca extended into Brasil, Colombia, Ecuador, and Peru.3	


	
 If archeological and historical evidence, gathered by colonialist and pioneers, is the 

primary means with which we are calculating the known existence of ayahuasca, then the 

formulaic estimation of 5,000 years is more like 500.4 It should be noted, however, that a lack 

of evidence is not evidence in and of itself, so even a conservative estimation is tangential at 

best, and we should be humbled with knowing that the historical origins of ayahuasca as a 

sacrament may remain a mystery.	


!
B. Biological and Biochemical Basis 	


	
 The ayahuasca brew is derived from two plants. The first plant is the ayahuasca vine 

itself, Banisteriopsis caapi, a woody liana that uses the support of surrounding trees as it creeps 

toward the jungle canopy. Alternatively, the terms Yage, Caapi, Natem, and Diame are used by 

different cultures throughout the Amazon). Botanically speaking, there are five known 

variations of this malpighiaceae, and all have been used for the brew throughout different 

regions in Peru and the greater Amazon basin.5 They are commonly categorized by color 

(blue, black, white, red, and yellow. The color does not reflects its actual hue so much as its 



potency and quality of visions it produces.The chemical constituents of the ayahuasca vine 

includes the beta-carboline alkaloids harmine, harmala, and harmaline.6 The second plant of 

the admixture is Chacruna (Psychotria viridis). The leaves of this medium sized bush contain the 

primary psychoactive chemical agent N, N-Dimethyltryptamine, or DMT.7 Other plants such 

as Huambisa are alternatively used in place of Chacruna, though it is less potent.	


	
 Once the brew is ingested, The beta-carboline alkaloids inhibit Monoamine Oxidase 

(MAO), an enzyme found within the lining of the stomach, from metabolizing the DMT. 

DMT then proceeds to enter the blood stream and interacts with the central nervous system 

by inhibiting the re-uptake of serotonin at the presynaptic sites of neurons, rendering the 

neurotransmitter to be more readily available.8  Other studies have shown increased levels of 

activity within the various compartments of the brain during administration, specifically 

within the neocortex (responsible for intellectual perception, reason, and decision making), 

the amygdala (a storehouse for early emotional memories), and the anterior cingulate cortex, 

(which theoretically creates a bridge between perception, motor control, emotional impulses 

and cognitive functioning)9.	


!
C. Preparation	


	
 The Ayahuasca vine is prepared by splitting short pieces of the woody vine into thin 

fibers. Once this is accomplished, the vine and chacruna leaves are strategically placed in a pot 

and cooked for many hours until a dark, thick and bitter substance is obtained. 

Approximately ten kilograms of ayahuasca, four kilograms of the chacruna leaf, fifty liters of 

water, and a cooking time of twenty hours or more to make approximately two liters of 



finished brew. The ratio of plant admixtures varies depending on the desired strength and 

overall effect, and also varies between practitioners. Some practitioners will add master plants 

such as Chiric Sanango, Ajo Sacha, or Toe to their decoction to learn about their effects.	


!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
	
 The volume of raw materials required for the preparation of ayahuasca brings up the 

issue of conservation. While the chacruna plant grows rather quickly, the ayahuasca vine 

requires at least three to five years before it is ready to be used. Considering the large quantity 

of the vine necessary to prepare a relatively small amount of finished product, preparers of the 

brew are taking further measures to obtain the vine. It is not uncommon to hear stories of old-

growth ayahuasca vines being unsustainably harvested at the roots, often for economical profit 

by non practitioners. Orlando’s grandfather, Akilino, tended to ayahuasca vines over 75 years 

of age. These were recently cut by an unidentified culprit most likely to be sold in a market 

downriver. On a positive note, in an essay about the modern use of ayahuasca, Eduardo Luna 

Prepared Ayahuasca liana 	

and Chacruna leaf



mentions that the economic influence coming from foreign interest has actually encouraged 

organizations to support conservation projects for medicinal plants in the Amazon Region.10	


!
D. Ayahuasca, the Master Plants, and The Dieta	


	
 The traditional dieta is less concerned with ayahuasca and is focused instead on the 

master plants. François Demange and my other informants assert that the key to healing with 

ayahuasca is to first establish a relationship with the master plants through the dieta. The 

master plants educate the individual about the experiential nature of plant spirit medicine 

which then cultivates the disposition of the individual to contextualize the voluminous amount 

of information and healing that can take place in the course of a single ayahuasca ceremony.  

Ayahuasca drinkers will often reach a plateau in their cultivation and healing, perhaps not as a 

matter of tolerance but as a peak of personal growth, indicating the necessity to undergo 

another dieta. In the globalization of ayahuasca we are seeing a rapid imbalance of ayahuasca 

use in comparison to the participation in the dieta. In service to the model of harm reduction 

and protecting the global ayahuasca community, education around this matter is highly 

advantageous.	


!
E. Safety and Efficacy	


	
  According to a recent clinical study, ayahuasca users were found to measure 

significantly lower than the control group on all nine psychopathology scales, including 

significantly less somatization, depression, anxiety, hostility, paranoid ideation, and phobias. 

Participants of ayahuasca ceremonies scored significantly lower than controls on measures of 



worry, shyness, risk of fatigue and weakness, and scored significantly higher than controls on 

measures of self-transcendence and spiritual orientation, including on such items as 

transpersonal identification, self-forgetfulness, sacredness of life, altruism, subjective well-

being, and mission in life.11 Research conducted within the Santo Diame, a syncretic Brazilian 

church, has found no indications of toxicity in research participants who regularly ingest 

ayahuasca, while reporting increased levels of confidence, gregariousness, and optimism. 

Further findings within the same research has indicated “improved mental and physical 

health, and significant improvements in interpersonal, work, and family interactions,” based 

on the Composite International Diagnostic Interview, a comprehensive interview designed for 

the assessment of mental disorders. Finally, this research found a higher density of serotonin 

transporter receptors in blood platelets than in individuals in a control group, which indicated 

increased levels of serotonergic activity within the brain.12	


	
 Counter-indications for ayahuasca include the habitual or long term use of 

pharmaceutical antidepressants or selective serotonin re-uptake inhibitors (SSRI’s). The 

biochemical convergence of ayahuasca and SSRI’s on the serotonin re-uptake sites can produce 

an overstimulation of the central nervous system, leading to a variety of reactions such as 

increased blood pressure and heart rate. Further counter-indications include personal or 

familial history with serious psychological disorders such as psychosis or schizophrenia.12	


	
 Alongside the biological considerations for harm reduction is the need for awareness 

concerning the impact of foreign interest in the Amazon. We must remain cognizant of the 

reality that malevolent intentions (brujeria) play a role in Peruvian folk-medicine, and that 

foreigners are generally at risk of manipulation by brujos or charlatans. Through increasing 

exposure on the internet, ayahuasca tourism has been rapidly developing, specifically in the 



regions of Iquitos,13, Pucallpa, and the Sacred Valley (Cuzco). The development of ayahuasca 

tourism via the internet allows for uninformed or otherwise naive foreigners to develop 

romanticized ideas and expectations of their experience and a doorway for charlatans, 

untrained and ill intentioned practitioners to capitalize on the influx of money in a 

traditionally low-income profession. There are increasing accounts of people being taken 

advantage of, whether financially or sexually, during ayahuasca ceremonies, when an 

individual is receptive and influential. Thus, it is vitally important to conduct a reasonable 

amount of research pre-departure, to familiarize ones self about the nature of this practice, to 

clarify one’s intentions for seeking out this modality of healing, and to know the practitioner’s 

reputation in whom they plan to entrust their health and well-being.  	


!
F. The Ayahuasca Ceremony	


	
 The ceremonial context in which ayahuasca is traditionally administered sets it apart 

from other “psychedelic” substances in that its consumption is administered within intentional 

conditions. Establishing a safe container for the use with ayahuasca is indispensable; 

administering ayahuasca with disregard to ceremonial parameters can be physically, emotional, 

and psychologically dangerous, given the intense and disorienting nature of the experience. 

The following description of an ayahuasca ceremony is based on my experiences with 

practitioners from the Quechua-Lamista and Shipibo traditions.	


	
 	


!
!
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 Ceremonies take place in the dark of night in a maloca, ideally in a natural setting. 

Patients sit along the perimeter, facing the middle of the room. Participants have been 

following dietary guidelines for a few days before the ceremony to enhance their sensitivity to 

ayahuasca. Before the ceremony begins, the practitioner will greet their patients and discuss 

the general guidelines and proceedings of the night. Patients typically have an opportunity to 

share a few words or intentions with the group or privately with the Ayahuasquero. After this 

period of time, the lights will be turned off, except for a candle near the practitioner. A bottle 

of ayahuasca is opened, and mapacho (jungle tobacco) smoke is blown into the opening. The 

ayahuasquero may sing a song or whistle into the bottle, or simply pray in silence. Participants 

are then served a glass of ayahuasca. The dose varies depending on the concentration and the 

individuals constitution and sensitivity. The Ayahuasquero is the last to drink. Once everyone 

has received their dose, the room is made dark, and the ceremony begins.	


	
 Typically, there is an initial period of silence, while the Ayahuasquero is praying, 

smoking mapacho, and calling upon their personal arkana (protecting spirit guides), for safety 

Ceremony maloca at Orlando’s health center, Llucanayacu, Peru.



and protection during the ceremony. As the effects of ayahuasca intensify, the Ayahuasquero will 

begin to sing and whistle an opening round of icaros. This period often invokes an initial wave 

of vomiting (la purga) or bowel movements (which is perceived as a sign of healing, rather 

than sickness), though this is not necessarily the case for everyone. 	


	
 After the opening round of Icaros, the Ayahuasquero will call on patients to receive a 

personal healing, which may involve singing, massage, and a soplada (blowing mapacho smoke 

into the crown of the head or spraying floral perfumes over the body). Alternatively they will 

invite two or three patients at a time, or go to the participant if their health condition inhibits 

their mobility. Ayahuasqueros of the Quechua-Lamista often use a schacapa, a instrumental 

rattle made of leaves that grow near the water’s edge, while the Shipibo rarely use anything 

more than their own voice. This period of 

individualized “doctoring” continues until everyone 

has received personal treatment (in the event of 

consecutive nights of ceremony, some participants 

may be sung to on one night, and the others on the 

next). A round of closing songs and the lighting of a 

candle will indicate the closing of the ceremony. Sharing circles and 

community building exercises are typically held the following morning, to reflect on the night 

and integrate and contextualize the significance of their experience.	


!
!
!
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G. Diagnosing Pathological Illness With Ayahuasca 	


	
 Among the many traditional intentions for the use of ayahuasca (divination, obtaining 

information, finding lost objects, resolving the tensions of social, political, or inter-tribal 

conflicts, etc.), one such use has been for pathological diagnosis and treatment. In recent 

history, it was common for ayahuasqueros to drink ayahuasca on behalf of the patients for 

diagnosis and treatment; patients did not drink ayahuasca. This method is still practiced by the 

elder generation of Ayahuasqueros today. In his dissertation, Francois Demange describes the 

role of the Ayahuasquero and their use of ayahuasca and the icaros for the purpose of diagnosis 

and healing:	


The leading singer is the medium through whom communication with the 

spirits is facilitated. Learning and healing are somehow inseparable. Through 

his chant, the leader contributes to generating or orienting visions in the 

audience, so that each person may have a direct and personal experience. At the 

same time, it is understood that, under the action of the plant, the leader can 

‘see’ in his visions what is happening to each member of the audience. He can 

‘see’ whether they are ill or not, what kind of illness they have, and what kind 

of treatment would be the most suited for them. For instance, he may ‘see’ that 

a member of the attendance has a tumor and he may recommend taking some 

Amazonian anti-inflammatory medicinal plants or even going to a Western 

doctor for an operation. The leading practitioner can also ‘see’ whether 

someone should engage in a process of apprenticeship and what kind of plants 

he should diet. Then under the guidance of the spirits, the leader receives 



orientation about what kind of chant he may intone to resolve the personal 

problems of a person.14	


!
	
  To review, traditional healing ceremonies commonly take place in a circular maloca at 

night, with patients and practitioners facing towards the center of the room, sitting along the 

perimeter. After everyone has taken ayahuasca, the ceremony typically begins with a period of 

prolonged silence, as the medicine begins to take effect. After an initial round of icaros is sung, 

the Ayahuasquero will begin to invite individual patients to either sit or lie in front of them. 

During this time, the practitioner uses the visual state facilitated by ayahuasca and their 

knowledge of the spirit world to perceive the energetic pathology of the participant. An 

individuals pathological constitution is unique to them (though particular illness can and often 

exhibit similar patterns recognizable by a trained Ayahuasquero). The mareacion, or visions 

induced by ayahuasca, often manifest as geometric lines, shapes and patterns, fractals, symbols 

and images, plants, people, contrasts of color, sounds, vibrations, and light, just to name a few. 

The visual information conveys a symbolic message of the patients pathological condition. 

Interpreting this data, the practitioner sings an icaro that most appropriately addresses the 

patterns of disharmony. In this way, energia negativa, or negative, stuck, or “twisted” energy 

within the individuals pathology is cleared or untied, while new layers of wellness, support, 

and protection replace the old negative patterns. The Ayahuasquero may also sing directly to 

the energy of a persons dieta (known as the kano amongst the Shipibo), to clean, recalibrate, or 

improve the energy if it has become weak or damaged. In the case of chronically ill patients 

there may be a resistance of the embedded pathology that inhibits forward momentum in the 

healing process. This can be the case with severe illness that is deeply lodged in the various 



aspects of the individuals constitution, and must be drawn out slowly and patiently over time 

with the aid of the dieta, plant remedies, ayahuasca ceremonies, and sustained shifts in the 

individuals lifestyle and behavioral patterns.	


	
 Another aspect of healing is a method of extracting chontas (also known as virotes, or 

darts), small physical objects shot into the body as a result of spiritual forces or brujos. If a 

patient comes to a ceremony with a chonta in their body, the Ayahuasquero may extract the 

object by first placing Agua de Florida (an alcohol-based perfume) in their mouth and sucking 

on the body where the object is suspected to be. Practitioners of this caliber have dieted for 

extensive periods of time with certain plants that are known to teach the power of extraction. 

Maestra Justina dieted with camolonga for a year and eight months to receive the plants 

protection during extraction. In an ayahuasca ceremony, I’ve watched her extract from the 

stomach of a patient what her husband claimed to be a splint of bone from the bufeo, or pink 

river dolphin (a commonly accepted evil spirit in Amazonian folklore). Later the patient 

admitted that he had previously been psychologically fighting with a bufeo spirit, and believed 

the chonta to be a result of this confrontation.	


!
!
H. Parallel Themes in the Phenomenon of the Ayahuasca Experience	


!
	
 We can begin to understand the shamanic and symbolic context of the ayahuasca 

phenomenon by cross referencing parallel themes of visions reported from various ayahuasca 

experiences. Benny Shanon, a cognitive psychologist and professor at the University of 

Jerusalem in Israel, has categorized the visions of multiple individual subjective experiences 



of ayahuasca. From the lens of cognitive psychology, the visions produced in an ayahuasca 

ceremony are often embedded with personal symbolic meaning that are a reflection of the 

individual’s sub-conscious conditioning accumulated over the course life. Curiously, there are 

common visual and emotional parallels experienced by people from different cultures and 

backgrounds, regardless of where the ayahuasca brew is administered. Descriptions of 

experiences recall the visions of giant anacondas with brilliantly colored scales, jaguars, and 

other animals of the jungle, and in some cases people feel as though they become these animals 

(mythical creatures are also a common vision; Orlando Chujandama sees dragons consistently, 

which is not a mythological creature of Quechua-Lamista). Others report of seeing little 

people, like children, walking around in the ceremony room. A common experience amongst 

patients is the sensation of feeling bitten by ants throughout the body. Other common 

experiences involve intense “divine” light, geometric or fractal patterns in closed-eye visuals, 

synaesthesia of sound and vision, increased mentation and metaphorical or poetic thought, 

and euphoric/mystical states of consciousness, contrasted by the cathartic metaphorical 

plummet into the underworld and death of the individual ego.15	
 	


	
 The quality of experiences being recollected are a reflection of the evolving nature of 

the ayahuasca experience and the cross-cultural references that influence both modern and 

traditional consciousness. Accounts from foreign experiences are often very different in 

comparison to local experiences. For example, Shipibo ayahuasqueros often refer to their 

visions of the chaikuni (forest spirits) and their visions of the quënëa, curvilinear lines that are 

found on Shipibo pottery, woven on textiles, and painted on the body (see chapter 2). 

Conversely, Mestizo Curenderos recall spirits dressed in white cloaks similar to those of 

western doctors that speak in alien languages, while others have spiritual fighter jets and guns 



to protect themselves from attack during ceremony.15 For westerners, Eastern philosophical 

concepts are commonly referenced to relate the psycho-spiritual context of their experience. 

For example, going through the Buddhist bardo (a state experienced between death and 

rebirth), hell realms, or residing within the inherent emptiness of the “true self” or field of 

infinite potential where all senses of judgement and ego identification are void. 	


!
I. An Ayahuasca Healing Story	


	
 The following story was written by a Naturopathic oncologist in the United States who 

experienced a cathartic level of psychological and spiritual healing during an ayahuasca 

ceremony (I was present during the experience, and the author of the story has given direct 

permission for the publishing of his story, for which I am very grateful). The story illustrates 

the profound depth to which ayahuasca can penetrate into the physical, emotional, 

psychological and spiritual constitution of a persons being, and offers a specific example of 

how ayahuasca can reanimate past traumatic life experiences for the sake of healing.	


!
	
 Thanks to my profound experiences in ayahuasca ceremony, I am certain that one 

word is “love.” In my last, and deepest to date, ceremony, I had the incredible good 

fortune to participate with my dear friend, colleague, and mentor, Dwight McKee, MD, 

by my side as a fellow pilgrim. After our first of three consecutive evening ceremonies, 

he summed up the conclusion he’d arrived at during ceremony by reflecting thus: “There 

are no accidents in the universe. If you feel a mistake has been made, it’s simply because 

your perspective is still too small. And, the only thing in the whole universe that is 



actually real is love.” I believe he said it all, perfectly—he hit the proverbial nail on the 

head with that statement, and I could just as well say no more—because nothing more 

really needs to be said. But, as human beings, our stories matter, for they’re how we 

touch one another and how we weave ourselves together into a framework of meaning. 

So, if I may, I’d like to tell a bit of my story, as it relates to a particular night’s ayahuasca 

ceremony—that it might reflect some of the awakening that ayahuasca has helped to 

catalyze in me and that, I pray, I will be able to share with others through my work and 

through my presence in the world.	


!
	
 Like any good story, I suppose I ought to begin by telling it from the beginning. 

Though it’s always hard to determine where, exactly, the most important stories begin 

(since ayahuasca has shown me, beyond doubt, that any concept of linear time as I used 

to think of it truly is but a figment of my ego’s imagination), it feels appropriate to start 

this one from back in my childhood. When I was 5 years old, my oldest brother, Barry, 

was diagnosed with acute myelogenous leukemia, or AML. After a year’s worth of 

grueling treatment, it was determined that his best hope for long-term remission would 

come from a stem cell transplant.  I was found to be a perfect match to be his bone 

marrow donor and so, just shy of my sixth birthday, I donated some of my marrow to 

Barry. Following this therapy his AML was in remission, but shortly thereafter, he 

developed cytomegalovirus pneumonia due to everything his body had been through 

and the degree to which his immune system had been suppressed by such rigorous 

therapy. Finally, in the midst of all of this challenge, a mistake was made in the hospital 

one night and Barry received a transfusion of the wrong blood type. Infusion of the 

incorrect blood type can make even a healthy person extremely ill, but for Barry it was 

simply too much. When my mother returned to visit him the next morning (having left 

the hospital that night to go home and see me and my other older brother, Greg), he was 



in a coma and on a ventilator. When he woke several days later, he looked calmly at my 

mother and father and asked them to please take him off the ventilator. It turns out that, 

through all of that, he experienced several near death experiences of his own that had 

given him a sense of peacefulness and comfort with death, and he was ready to let go. 

He felt complete, and he wasn’t afraid to surrender to what he knew could only be… 

love.	


!
	
 Interestingly from a karmic perspective, in my then young psyche I somehow 

believed that he’d died, at least in part, because my bone marrow wasn’t “good enough.” 

Even though it had nothing to do with it, my heart that loved Barry so much could not 

understand how or why he could have died and I felt that, somehow, I should have been 

able to do, or be, more in order to help him. Now, fast forward about thirty years—to 

today, when I am a physician who works almost exclusively with seriously ill cancer 

patients, many of whom find themselves, as Barry did, confronting their mortality. Just 

as I did with my brother, I tend to care deeply for, and even love, my patients, and at 

times it’s been quite difficult to discern what is the most appropriate role for me to play 

in their journeys of illness, healing, and, fairly often, dying. Like a thread that’s run 

throughout my life ever since Barry’s illness and death, I’ve often asked myself as a 

physician if I could have somehow done more in order to care for and love a particular 

patient I was serving into greater wholeness. And, while this desire to help may on the 

surface seem noble, I can also say that, frequently, it’s felt like an extremely heavy 

burden to bear because I haven’t always felt up to or strong enough to stem the tide of 

suffering that I’ve needed to bear witness to.	


!
	
 And so, given this great question I’ve lived with for so many years, what unfolded 

in the context of this particular ayahuasca ceremony couldn’t have been better medicine 



for my soul. I’ve heard it said that ayahuasca merely opens doors for each person who 

participates in ceremony—that she or he might see what needs to be seen in order for 

healing to be catalyzed. Truth be told, had I fully known the ardor of the journey that 

awaited me that night, I think I may have shrunk back from crossing over that 

threshold. But, now I can honestly say how very grateful I am that I did not shrink 

back, for my experience has been that the degree of difficulty I experience in ceremony 

is commensurate with the depth of insight and peace I touch on the “other side” of 

whatever illusions I’ve been living with. Each ceremony I’ve sat through thus far has 

only served to make me feel more free and more whole, and, like a gift that I wouldn’t 

even know how to wish for, certain of the reality that love alone is real and that the 

universe is, indeed, a safe and benevolent place to inhabit no matter what suffering 

appears to manifest at times. Simply put, I’ve come, through my participation in 

ayahuasca ceremonies, to feel a deep comfort and trust in what lies beyond death, 

because I know it’s only love, and I’ve also come to believe that what we call “Heaven” 

may well be right here, right now—under our feet.	


!
	
 On the second night of this three nightlong ceremony, Dwight, who was seated 

directly to my left, felt the effects of the medicine fairly soon after he drank it. I looked 

over at him and saw him kneeling on all fours, purging into his bucket (people purge 

fairly often, though not always, in ceremony, so each participant keeps a bucket nearby 

in case it’s needed)—and I instantly felt both the reality of his human suffering (because, 

as humans, we’re all subject to suffering) as well as the exquisite prayer that I feel his 

life amounts to. In that moment, this awareness catapulted me into the very depths of 

my own delusion—and my own pain—namely that there’s endless suffering in the 

world, and I’m woefully ill equipped and incapable (or so I thought) of doing much to 

alleviate even one iota of it. I believe that we all have what I might call a “core 



delusion”—a particular wound that, if we choose, we can work to perceive clearly over 

the course of our lives in order to, ultimately, awaken to our true nature—which is, even 

in our humanity, inseparable from either the Divine or anything else in all of creation.	


!
	
 In an instant upon looking over and seeing Dwight, I turned my head away. It was 

simply too much to bear, and I couldn’t look at him. Like a stone that was thrown 

through a pane of glass in that moment, my entire fabric of “reality” shattered… and I 

immediately found myself tumbling in what I can only describe as something akin to a 

near death experience (I say “akin” because, of course, I didn’t actually die or suffer any 

bodily harm, even though aspects of the experience I subsequently had are quite 

reminiscent of accounts of the near death experiences of others that I have read about). 

Universally in ceremony, one of the first things that happens for me is that I develop the 

capacity to see what I might call “energy” around other people—really, I think what I 

see is what some people would refer to as auras. People become surrounded in their 

own, unique patterns of scintillating light, and any sense of separation between us 

completely and totally evaporates. I gain an exquisite appreciation of how, truly, we all 

really are inseparably interconnected. Thus, it is true that your joy is my joy and your 

pain is my pain—but it is also true that pain can only equal suffering if there is 

something other than love existent in the universe, which, so far, ayahuasca ceremonies 

have led me to believe there absolutely is not.	


!
	
 After my whole fabric of reality shattered into innumerable little fragments on this 

particular evening, the only way that I can describe my subsequent experience is that it 

felt like I was literally tumbling on what, upon reflection, I later realized to be something 

reminiscent of images I have seen of the Wheel of Life in Tibetan Buddhism. With the 

speed of light (or perhaps faster, I reckon), I had completely lost any and every sense of 



myself as a separate being—“Mark” was obliterated, and this is what made it feel like a 

death. I was really frightened, terrified actually, because I felt as though I had lost all my 

bearings as I was attempting to navigate what the Buddhists refer to as the bardo (the 

space we traverse in the forty nine days after we die—again, this became clear to me in 

the days and weeks following this particular ceremony, for the shocking immediacy of it 

made any such reflection at the time near impossible. I could only surrender to it, and 

tumble through the experience). I lost all sense of time, and I have no idea how long that 

tumbling lasted, but I do recall seeing frightening apparitions—faces that I later 

recognized as the so-called “wrathful” deities from Tibetan Buddhism. These fierce 

beings appear when we need to be stripped free from our delusions in order to see the 

clear light of awakening, and, though they were terrifying at the time, I later came to 

see, and deeply appreciate, the power of their fierce grace.	


!
!
	
 As I tumbled along through this experience, it felt as though I was building to a 

kind of crescendo—becoming ever more wrapped up in the suffering of my core 

delusion… so that, when I was finally ready to surrender, I could let go of it all—the 

whole thing—in order to be truly free. I became convinced, as crazy as it may sound, 

that—as if a great cosmic joke had been played that I’d just become aware of—I really 

was responsible for alleviating the suffering of all beings, and, moreover, they were 

counting on me to do so—as though I was the incarnation of some llama or saint. There 

was only one problem: I knew I couldn’t do it, and I was petrified that I would be crushed by the 

weight of such a responsibility.	


!
	
 At the time, my body began convulsing violently, almost as though I was having a 

seizure.  It wasn’t painful, though I had no control over my bodily functions; I later 



recognized that this bodily experience was an integral part of what was moving through 

me, and, most importantly, a gateway to the surrender—and freedom—that I was 

moving towards. Beset as I was by feeling the burden of impossibly needing to alleviate 

universal suffering, I started calling out, literally shouting, “I can’t do this!” and “God 

help me!” The perfect miracle was that Dwight was there, because I have a bond with 

him that feels quite special, dare I say karmic. And so, when he calmly replied to each of 

my cries of desperation, “You don’t have to!” and “You are being helped!” I was able to 

take in the truth of those statements in an incredibly deep way. Like Manjushri (another 

Tibetan Buddhist deity who embodies an amalgam of compassion and wisdom), Dwight 

was helping me to cut through my delusion and begin to see—I mean to really see—that, 

indeed, I do not need to be like Atlas and carry the weight of the whole world on my 

back.  At the same time, Metsa, who is the inimitable facilitator and shaman at the helm 

of these ceremonies, had come over, as he always does whenever I have been in distress 

in a ceremony, in order to bear witness, and, more than anything, remind me to breathe, 

and, like a beacon of light, give me a point to orient to whenever I felt most lost.	


!
	
 I felt as though the kundalini in my first and second chakras was awakening, and 

my pelvis began to pump in what I can only describe as a primal, visceral, sexual kind of 

way.  (Mind you, I am not particularly well versed in or what I would call any kind of 

expert in the ways of yoga or Ayurveda, but, nonetheless, this is how it felt to me—I was 

certain of it, in fact.)  It seemed to me then that I was a mother preparing to give birth—

and that’s why my pelvis was pumping with such deep strength and rhythm—and I was 

also the child, about to be born. If that is not mind-bending, I do not know what is, and 

yet, if there truly is no “time” as we know it, or ultimate separation between beings, why 

should this not be true? Ultimately (again, after I do not know how long), I was able to 

stop resisting; my body went limp and, with a great sigh, I rested… and wet my pants.  I 



completely “let go,” and wetting my pants was part of it.  I remember in that moment 

hearing Metsa say, “Okay, this is good”—I think because he, too, recognized that I’d 

just crossed a vital threshold to healing—the all-important threshold of surrender.	


!
	
 I have no recollection of it, but, following this, I was carried next door into the main 

house (the ceremony was held in a separate, dedicated space) so that I could have my 

own space as well as some one-on-one attention that Metsa knew I was going to require 

as I was “coming back,” or, as it felt to me, “reincarnating.” At some point, perhaps 

30-60 minutes later (though, again, that feels like a total guess to me—it just as well 

could have been 5 minutes, or a lifetime), I returned to my senses to find, thankfully, 

Justin (who was helping to facilitate the ceremony) with me, literally sitting on my 

chest, as though to pin my body to the ground and help call me back to earth—to 

reincarnate and fully embody the awakening and insights I had just discovered. Laynor, 

another shaman well studied along with Metsa in the ways of traditional Amazonian 

medicine, was there, too, and I felt as though they were lovingly tending me in a way 

that truly defies description with words.  Somehow, they were helping me to be 

“reborn.”  They were tending the “wounds” I felt I had suffered on the rigorous journey, 

as though they were supporting me in coming back shattered (in terms of the delusional 

part of my identity being shattered) and yet still profoundly and irrevocably whole.	


	
 	


	
 During this time, it felt like I was literally between worlds:  I was no longer 

completely lost like I felt I was before, and yet I was not fully “back,” either.  For a time, 

I would go off “traveling” on the Wheel of Life, and I would grow disoriented again, and 

then I would return, a little more fully each time, to this dimension.  Each time I made 

that journey, I would come back disoriented and a little frightened… to, once again, 

become aware of Justin sitting on my chest, anchoring me to earth, clasping my hands 



and smiling, and saying over and over, “I’m still here.  It’s me, Justin. Yourself can trust 

me.  I won’t leave you.”  He was like my midwife then, and he helped me to reorient 

back into this incarnation.  It literally felt like I was being reborn, and he and Laynor 

were my doctors at that point. As a physician myself, to be treated in this way gave me 

great insight into what it means to support others’ healing and, similarly, to bear witness 

to their processes… even when those processes may appear violent or frightening.	


!
	
 As always happens for me during such deep ceremonies, I became freezing cold 

during this particular experience, and so, after I was fully “back,” I took a piping hot 

shower and then ate a large breakfast (three eggs, fried in a generous amount of butter, 

along with well-buttered toast) at about 3am.  It was as though I needed to warm and 

feed my body in order to help it come all the way back to life. Then, I went to sleep for a 

short while before other members of my ceremony community began returning from the 

ceremony space to the main house early in the morning. The final healing took place 

when, worried as I was that I had somehow been too disruptive and that I would be 

judged by others for being so “out of control,” everyone came up to me in order to thank 

me for being courageous enough to embrace such a deep, and surely frightening, 

journey. Indeed, though I felt a little too “naked” and raw in my experience, my friends 

were actually able to love me—and not judge me—more for being willing to be 

“exposed” than for having anything particularly well figured out. You see, to the doctor 

in me that thinks he always has to be strong and “put together,” it was incredibly 

liberating to really feel in my bones how connected I could be to others by being 

completely vulnerable, and not what I would call “strong,” even though I now can see 

how much strength and courage it takes to truly be vulnerable.	


!



	
 And so, with that realization, I came to understand that I actually do not need to 

have anything figured out in order to be of true service to others. I can wobble, as we all 

do in our humanity, and still be of great service other beings. We are all in this exquisite 

experience together, and we can all support one another. We will all awaken together, 

and it is not my responsibility to do anything more than show up in each moment with 

the fullness of my whole heart and being.  This is enough—I am enough—and the 

universe is, indeed, a trustworthy, unshakably benevolent place to exist. Everything, and 

every experience, happens for a coherent reason, though we may not always, at the time 

and from the perspective of our limited human consciousness, be able to comprehend 

why. Knowing this has given me great peace and strength, as I continue to sit with 

others, and, I’d like to think, be like a midwife to them on their journeys of living, and 

sometimes, dying. Ayahuasca ceremonies have become a vital tool for helping me to 

understand how to do this work most meaningfully, and I am indescribably grateful that 

I found my way serendipitously (though not by accident!) into the ferocity of their 

grace.	


!
J. Integration	


 The transition between ayahuasca ceremonies or dieta into normal life is as 

important as the experience itself. Individuals are typically hypersensitive to external 

stimuli and their internal process, so it is important to rest and maintain a simple diet 

while slowly integrating back into the world of responsibilities. More importantly, the 

integration period marks the transition from receiving insight in ceremony and 



applying that insight to everyday life. The use of ayahuasca, plant medicines and 

natural therapies such as the dieta are only beneficial insofar as the individual’s 

dedication to integrating their experience into the fabric of everyday life.	


	
 	


K. Out of the Jungle and Into the Global Frying Pan	


	
 In a discussion I was having with Maestra Justina Cerrano, she voiced her 

desire to come to the United States and hold a round of ayahuasca ceremonies. She was 

quite puzzled when I informed her that ayahuasca -the medicine of her people and 

mythical diety of their cosmological worldview- was by and large illegal. The 

Controlled Substances Act of 1970 categorizes DMT (the primary psychotropic 

ingredient of ayahuasca) as a schedule I drug. The Ministry of Culture in Peru, on the 

other hand, has recognized ayahuasca as a national cultural heritage in 2008, stating 

that “ayahuasca is known to the indigenous Amazonian world as a wise or teaching 

plant, which shows to initiates the very foundation of the world and components. The 

effect of its consumption is to enter into the spiritual world and its secrets.”16 	


	
 Through the indefatigably groundbreaking efforts of various organizations such 

as the Multidisciplinary Association for Psychedelic Studies (MAPS),  we are 

beginning to see a new era in the field of entheogenic research for populations 

suffering from serious conditions such as cancer and Post Traumatic Stress Disorder. 

Further, we are seeing a growing community of alternative medicine practitioners, 



psychotherapists, psychologists, researchers, academics, and lawyers who are 

dedicated to the intentional development of the globalization of ayahuasca, which will 

be crucial as the elixir makes its way out of the jungle and in to the public eye.	


!!
Conclusion	
!
	
 In this Chapter I have outlined the broad spectrum of subjects under the umbrella of 

ayahuasca. I discussed the historical use and possible geographic origins, followed by an 

explanation of the brews biological and biochemical components, as as well as its preparation. 

I provided clinical studies that show ayahuasca to be a safe and efficacious medicine and 

treatment modality for a wide range of pathological conditions. I also discussed how 

Ayahuasca ties into the other elements of folk medicine (i.e the dieta and master plants). The 

chapter continued by exploring the way in which ayahuasca can be used as a diagnostic tool, 

and the parallel themes in the phenomenal experience through the lens of cognitive 

psychology. The chapter finished with a healing story that lucidly illustrates some of the 

abstract concepts of healing implicit in the ayahuasca ceremony, and a brief discussion on the 

importance of the integration period.	


!
!
!
!
!



	


Large Ayahuasca Vine, Puerto Maldonado



Closing Thoughts	

!

	
 When anthropologists and scientists asked the indigenous healers of the Amazon how 

ayahuasca came to be known, the common response was, “our ancestors asked the plants,” or 

that the instructions for preparing the brew were given to their ancestors in a dream. In a 

jungle of over 80,000 plants, it is hard to rationalize the probability of trial and error as the 

most effective and likely method of discovery, especially when we consider the sheer volume 

of crude plant admixture, labor, and timely preparation. It is not important to pierce this 

bubble of reality with the tack of western skepticism, but rather to simply respect how these 

spiritual beliefs and cognitive parameters of reality mold the cultural perception of health, 

illness, and the art and science of healing in the Amazonian region.	


	
 Early in this essay I postulated that traditional medicine practices are an extensions of 

cultural beliefs systems. I speculate that the exponential increase of interest in ayahuasca is a 

reflection of a fundamental cultural shift that is happening as a result of the political, social, 

and economic and ecological unrest that is occurring the world over. As a result, we are 

shifting the way we perceive the world and our place within it, and thus, our practices of 

medicine will naturally shift as well. What really matters now what we as a global society are 

doing to ensure the sustainability of the 	


	
 There are many theories as to why ayahuasca has migrated out of the jungle and into 

the world. From my limited perspective and experience, ayahuasca appears to serve as a 

vehicle for manifesting the intentions of those who take it. The brew dilates the pores on the 

filter of our consciousness, ands allows for an uninhibited flow of data through our field of 



awareness, revealing the subtle energetic field that lay just beyond our limited sensory 

perception. In this way, ayahuasca helps us remember the innate beauty of being alive, while 

reminding us that, while our personal story is important to us, we can set it aside in pursuit of 

a greater transcendental perception beyond the separate identity and into the greater web of 

life.	


	
 An experience with ayahuasca is simultaneously an encounter with a different 

cultural paradigm and way of perceiving the world and our place within it. Foreigners 

may find it difficult to integrate their experience within the parameters of their own 

cultural conditions. Those who were not raised within the a cultural paradigm that 

supports the belief of plant spirit medicine are encouraged to work slowly with 

ayahuasca, so as to cultivate our awareness at a manageable rate. Even within the 

Shipibo culture, whose paradigm of reality revolves around the practice of plant spirit 

medicine, there is a folktale that serves to teach the respectful and proper use 

ayahuasca: 	


Long ago in a Shipibo village, a man named Huni once drank a potent brew 

claimed to produce a visionary trance. In his visions he saw all the power animals 

of the jungle and began to receive the secrets of the spirit world. He felt 

invincible, and as though he no longer needed his body. He was so enraptured by 

his state of being that he continued to drink the potion for some time, never 

eating or sleeping. One day, his nephews came to check on him. To their surprise, 

they found sitting on the jungle floor, eyes closed, singing away. They tried to lift 



him from his place, but the ground had grown around him, and they could not 

move him. Three months later they came to check on him again. This time, the 

jungle had encased I'm in a thicket of vines and plants, which was to be his fate 

for the rest of his years. That is why the Shipibo call the illuminating and 

powerful brew huni.	


!
Jakon Shaman Aquinra	


I call the good energies deep into myself so that I may help	
!
Mesco Medicina Bo	


I am gathering all the medicine energies	
!
Senen Para Mayonan.	


with harmony.	
!
Huente Shamanmeabo	

From the depths of my heart	
!
Nete Joe Quepenquin	


the light of the universe is opening	
!
Pae Cushi Ayonan	

strengthening my vision	


!
Jakon Shaman Aquinra	


I call the good energies deep into myself so that I may help	
!
Para mayon Shamanquin	


in deep harmony.	
!!!



Appendix A. Master Plants	


	
 The following list of master plants was compiled through my studies in Peru under the 

guidance of Orlando Chujandama and my travels to Iquitos, Tarapoto, and Pucallpa. The list 

illustrates the diversity of plants commonly used in the Vegetalismo tradition throughout the 

upper Amazon basin. All photographs belong to the author.	


! !
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 Chacruna (Psychotria viridis)

Jergon Sacha (Dracontium loretense)

Ayahuasca (Banisteriopsis caapi)	
 	


Uno de Gato (“Cats Claw,” Uncaria temontosa) 

Ajo Sacha (Mansoa alliacea)



Roots of Chiric Sanango (Brunfelsia grandiflora)

Above and Below: Bobinsana (Calliandra angustifolia)

Toé (Brugmansia suaveolens)

Lupuna (Ceiba pentandra)



!!!!!!!!!!!!
!
!
!
!
!

!
Other Master Plants	


-Ajosquero (Cordia aliodora)	
	
 	
 	
 -Acerohuasca (blanco y negro)	


-Camolonga (Thevitia peruviana)	
 	
 	
 -Chanca Piedra (Phyllanthus niruri)	


-Chuchuhuasi (Maytenus krukovii)	
 	
 	
 -Cumaseba (Swartzia polyphylla)	


-Mapacho/Tobacco (Nicotina rustica)	
	
 	
 -Oje (Ficus inispida)	


-Piñon Blanco (Jatropha curcas)	
 	
 	
 -Piri Piri (Cyperus articulatus)	


-Yacusisa	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 -Remocaspi (Aspidosperma excelsum)	


-Tayhetan	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 -Bushiklla	


-Yacushumbiju	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 -Pinon Colorado (Jatropha gossypifolia)	


-Yawar panga (Diplopterys cabrerana)	
 	
 -Clavohuasca (Tynanthus panurensis)	


-Uchu Sanango	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 -Murkuhausca	
 	


-Shihuahuaco	
	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 -Seporta Renaco	


-Ayahuma	


Fruit of Nina Caspi Guayusa (Ilex guayusa)



Appendix B. Personal Experience With the Dieta	


	
 The following is a monologue of my first dieta experience with Orlando Chujandama 

in the spring of 2011. In sharing my personal experience it is my intention to show how the 

subjective phenomenal experience can illustrate some of the abstract implications of the 

therapeutic value of the dieta, namely the period of isolation, restricted food guidelines, master 

plants, and the ayahuasca ceremony.	


	
 In the spring of 2011, I traveled to Peru and experienced first hand the practice of 

Vegetalismo in its natural and modern context. At that time my exposure to this modality of 

healing was limited to a hand full of ayahuasca ceremonies and a short list of literature 

references. At the end of a series of rather intense ayahuasca ceremonies,  I decided to travel to 

Peru with a recommendation from a respected friend and teacher. I went to Tarapoto, located 

in the San Martin region of northeastern Peru, where I met Orlando Chujandama. I was to go 

with Orlando to his health center and initiate a traditional dieta for five weeks, I was to stay in 

isolation in the jungle, in a traditional tambo, eat a strict diet of rice, plantains, and potatoes 

once a day, dismiss the use of plant-based products and toiletries, and drink plant remedies of 

Orlando’s prescription. I carried a journal, and the following is a synthesis of the writings and 

reflections I produced during that time.	


	
 The first met Orlando in his home, in the city of Tarapoto, where his wife and five 

children lived. We discussed the logistics of my dieta and established an itinerary: five weeks of 

solitude in the jungle, eating twice a day. He asked me which plant I desired to work with. He 

wrote down the name of at least ten plants before I sheepishly told him I didn’t know either 

the effects of these plants nor which would be best for me at that time. He laughed and said 



we would have an ayahuasca ceremony so that he may perform a diagnosis to determine which 

plant I should diet.	


	
 Traveling to Orlando’s center was an journey in itself- four hours by car, half an hour 

by boat, fifteen minutes walking through the village, and a small stream crossing before we 

arrive to Mushuk-Pakarena (Quechua, “house of the new rising sun”). We arrived in the night, 

so I did not have a chance to observe the layout of my new surroundings. We put our 

materials in Orlando’s maloca, a long rectangular structure that was half finished, and went 

about setting up our ceremony space in a small structure just below the maloca, which 

resembled more of a storage shed than a ceremony house. We scattered the chickens out the 

door and set up our thin mats.	


	
 Having built up a wall of expectations, I feel as though I inhibited my experience by 

being in a constant state of analysis, comparing the quality of sensations and mentations to my 

previous experiences and literary references. And much to my lament, the experience felt sub-

par in comparison to my previous experiences. Orlando, tired from the journey, only sang a 

couple icaros, and fell asleep. I was rather put off by his performance, and fell asleep, feeling 

unsatisfied. This was an important experience that broke down my romantic vision of 

ayahuasqueros and ayahuasca experiences in the jungle (I later learned that ceremonies with few 

participants are generally shorter in character, and that different practitioners hold ceremonies 

in various ways). We woke up a couple hours later, Orlando sang a couple more icaros and 

closed the ceremony. I slept where I sat, feeling slightly confused and perturbed that the 

preceding ceremony was the initiation of my dieta for the next five weeks.	




	
 The next morning I woke up to the crow of a rooster who had found its way back into 

the ceremony shed. I was covered with insect bites, and slightly off-kilter from the previous 

night. Orlando came to greet me, and told me that I would be moving to my tambo in the 

jungle, and that I was to fast for the day and eat the next morning. From his visions in the 

nights ceremony, he determined I would be dieting with Ajo Sacha, a wild forest garlic (the 

plant is a false garlic, and has a strong aroma similar to that of a clove of garlic. See appendix 

A for photos). After the first day of fasting, Orlando announced that, despite our initial 

agreement, I would be eating a single meal every day for the duration of the dieta. For the next 

35 days I consumed, slowly, either a bowl of rice, boiled plantains, or potatoes, usually around 

mid-day, when the sun would be between two particular trees in my immediate area around 

the tambo.	


	
 Sitting in the jungle for five weeks without distractions, I had plenty of time to 

meditate and look inside myself, and simply observe the quality of my thoughts. In time I 

learned to recognize negative thought patterns arising, and how they would catalyze an entire 

stream of negativity and distraction. Approximately three weeks into the dieta my experience 

took a dramatic shift. I began to perceive my past experiences in life in a new light. I stopped 

becoming a victim of my past and began to perceive myself as a student of my own 

experiences, however positive, neutral, or negative I believed them to be, and was able to 

redefine a large portion of my past (which at the time I had believed to be trivial) into a 

plethora of life lessons. As the river of negative thoughts slowed to a trickle, it became easier 

to maintain a quiet mind and deep feeling of content as the dieta continued. My dreams were 

vivid and easily recollected, Lucid dreaming became a common experience.	




	
 Throughout the dieta I participated in four ayahuasca ceremonies alone in my tambo. I 

was hesitant and concerned about not having a Orlando there to sing. These ceremonies were 

some of the most important experiences I have had with ayahuasca, as I was given 

responsibility for the direction and outcome of my experience. Orlando encourages his dieters 

to establish a relationship with the master plants, ayahuasca, and the natural world; he 

considers himself and and Orlando had been teaching me an Icaro during the dieta, and by the 

final ceremony in my tambo I was singing so loudly late into the night that I sent the dogs, 

who were half a mile away through the jungle and over the river, into a barking frenzy.	


	
 As the dieta came to a close, my body was extremely weak, but my spirit was clear and 

awake, the melody of the icaros and sound of the river stayed with me for some time. I walked 

away front that experience with a fresh perspective on the past, as though a deep burden had 

been lifted from within me, and I had a clearer sense of the direction I was headed. The 

momentum of that experience still continues to carry me through my experiences today.	


!
!

!

!

!

!



Appendix C. Glossary of Quechua, Shipibo, and Spanish Terms	


Agua De Florida- Spanish; alcohol-based plant infusion commonly used as a soplada (see 	
	

	
 below) during healing ceremonies. It can be purchased cheaply in most markets.	


Arkana- Quechua; spirits which provide protection to a practitioner and patients alike.	


Apu- Quechua; spirits that live in certain mountains within the Sacred Valley of Cuzco 	
	

	
 (southern Peru), as well as in Bolivia and Ecuador. Examples include Apu 	
	
 	
         
	
 Ausungate, Salkantay, Machu Picchu, Waynapicchu, Pillku Urqu, etc.	
          

Ayahuasca- Quechua; commonly translated as “Vine of the dead.” refers to a 	
 	
 	

	
 psychoactive medicine used throughout the Peruvian Amazon, praised for its 	
 	

	
 ability to stimulate a visual state of consciousness which can be used for 	
	
 	

	
 pathological diagnosis and healing. 	


Ayahuasquero- Spanish; healers proficient in the use of ayahuasca for 	
 	
 	
 	

	
 pathological diagnosis and healing.	


Ayamama- Quechua; mythic bird whose cry can be heard from the jungle canopy.	


Axis Mundi- refers to an object at the center of the world which connects the levels of the 	

	
 universe together. In Shipibo folklore the axis mundi is a lupuna tree. 	


Bufeo- Spanish; Pink river dolphin that lives in the rivers of the upper Amazon. They 	
 	

	
 are commonly perceived as a malevolent spirit. Shipibo folklore claims women 	
	

	
 are most susceptible to its alluring powers, especially during menstruation.	


Brujeria- Spanish; individual who uses their knowledge of the spirit world to cause 	
 	

	
 harm. Brujos are often charged with the malevolent deed of sending chontas into 	
 	
         
	
 their victims, which can cause serious illness and even death.	
         !
Brujo- Wizard or sorcery involved in the practice of Brujeria (see above).	


Chavín- Culture of the northern Peruvian coast, said to have been in existence around 	
	

1200 BC.	
!
Chaikuni- Shipibo; spirits of the forest that help those who are lost in the forest or help 	
	

	
 Ayahuasqueros with diagnosis and healing during an ayahuasca 	
ceremony.	
         

Chullachaqui- Quechua; A dwarf like creature in Quechua-lamista mythology. He is said 	

	
 to have one leg which is shorter than the other, and lures people into the jungle 	
	

	
 before he disappears.	


Chonta- Shipibo; energetic “darts” that are sent by Brujos into their victims.	




Curendero - Spanish root “curare” means “to heal,” thus referring to an individual skilled 	

	
 in the art of healing.	


Dieta- Spanish; Period of isolation and dietary regulations for the purpose of healing 	
 	

	
 and or learning directly from the natural world and the Master Plants (see 	
 	

	
 below).	


Doctorcito - Spanish; “little doctor,” an affectionate term referring to doctoring spirit of a 	

	
 plant , which often appears as little people.	


Energia Negativa- Spanish; “negative energy,” referring to the the dark or 	
	
 	
 	

	
 disharmonious energy surrounding a patient as perceived by an ayahuasquero.	


Envidia- Term that encompassing notions of envy, greed, jealousy, hatred, spite, etc.	
!
Huachuma- Quechua; cactus used by healers and diviners of the Chavín 	
	
 	
 	

	
 cultures. also known as San Pedro.	
         !
Huison Inon- Shipibo; “black Jaguar.” Shipibo mythology portrays the black Jaguar 	
 	

	
 as a creature of malevolent intent (See the 9th myth in Richard G. Roe’s work on 	
         
	
 Shipibo Mythology, p. 66).	
         !
Huito: a fruit with liquid that is used for body painting and pottery amongst the 	
	
 	

	
 Shipibo.	
         !
Icaros- Quechua; Songs, chants, or invocations that have been learned directly from the 	

	
 master plants or the initiates teacher during a dieta or ayahuasca ceremony. They 	

	
 are the culminating essence of an Ayahuasqueros relationship and communication 	

	
 with the spirit world, and are the primary vehicle of transmitting healing into a 	
	

	
 patient.	


Kaya- Shipibo; Human spirit.	


La Purga- Spanish; vomiting or bouts of diarrhea stimulated by the consumption of 	
 	

	
 ayahuasca.	


Lapuna- Quechua: large tree that growths throughout the upper Amazon. the Lapuna is 	

	
 thought to be the axis mundi tying the three primary worlds of the Shipibo 	
 	
         
	
 mythology together. The sap of the Lapuna is highly toxic, and is used by Yoshin 	
 	
         
	
 Youvoi to poison their victims and is also utilized as a fish toxin by fishermen.	
          
 	

Maestro- Spanish; master or teacher. Used in the context of this essay to refer 	
 	
 	

	
 to healers of esteemed renown.	


Maeracion- Spanish; Dizziness or altered state of visual perception 	
 	
 	
 	

	
 stimulated by the consumption of ayahuasca. To be “mariado" implies that the 	
 	

	
 individual is being visited by spirits that cause the dizziness to occur.	




Maloca- Spanish; Large rectangular family dwelling or ceremony house.	


Mestizo- Spanish; Group of people with mixed blood, most commonly of Spanish and 	
 	

	
 indigenous heritage.	


Muyara- Shipibo; second level of healer amongst the Shipibo. They have a deep 	
	
 	

	
 knowledge of plant medicine as well as an intimate communication with the 	
 	

	
 spiritual world, which they often call upon during healing ceremonies to 	
	
 	

	
 facilitate the healing process. 	


Mapacho- Quechua; Tobacco known for its clearing and protecting properties.	


Onánya- Shipibo root onan means “knowledge,” thus referring to an entry level 	
	
 	

	
 practitioner amongst the Shipibo knowledgable in the use of herbal remedies 	
 	

	
 and the spirit world to treat physical illness and psychological conditions.	


Tambo- Spanish; Simple A-frame structure without side walls, typically used during 	
 	

	
 dieta. 	


Ronin- Shipibo; Mythical deity in Shipibo mythology, Ronin is a giant anaconda on 	
 	

	
 whose back came the first Shipibo people.	


Soplada- Spanish; clearing of a patients negative energy. This is often accomplished by 	
	

	
 blowing mapacho- smoke into the crown of the head, over and around the body, 	
	

	
 and finally into the patients hands which are folded in a prayer position. 	
	
 	

	
 Alternatively, a Curendero puts a small amount of agua de florida in their mouth 	
 	

	
 and blows on to the patient in a similar fashion as mapacho. 	


Sama- Shipibo; describes the dieta (See Above).	


Schacapa- Quechua; Rattle made of the schacapa leaves, which grow near water, primarily used 
	
 by Quechua-Lamista and Mestizo Curenderos as an instrument while singing the icaros.	


Shitanan- Shipibo; Practice of witchcraft or sorcery (see Brujeria)	
!
Reducciones- Spanish; Labor and conversion compounds established by early Jesuit 	
 	

	
 Missionaries 	
in the 16th and 17th century. They served a secondary function of 	

	
 intercultural exchange of language, culture, medicine, etc.	


Quënëa- Shipibo; curvilinear patterns of Shipibo art commonly found on pottery, 	
 	

	
 textiles, and body painting.	


Quenti Ani- Shipibo; Ceramic urns in which deceased children and adults are placed for burial.	
!
Quenquesh- Shipibo; Potshards dug up in archeological digs. As they have a 	
 	
 	

	
 affiliation with the spirit of the person buried in the pot, Quenquesh are thought to 	
	
         
	
 cause illness as a result of the contact with these ancestral spirits.	
         !



Sacha mama- Quechua; Sacha means “wild,” thus the term indicates a mythical 	
	
 	

	
 anaconda that lives in the jungle.	


Tiwanaku- Pre-Incan civilization	
!
Vegetalismo-Spanish; Umbrella term referring to the practice of medicine informed by 	
 	

	
 the spirits of the master plants, present throughout the greater Amazon Basin	
         !
Vegetalista- Spanish; Practitioner of Vegetalismo. Examples of Vegetalistas include 	
	
 	

	
 Tabaqueros, Paleros, Perfumeros, etc.	


Virote- See Chonta.	


Yoshin- Shipibo; Evil spirits that dwell in the underground world. Thunder and 	
	
 	

	
 lightning are also perceived yoshin who run across the sky with great speed.	


Yube- Shipibo; Highest accomplished level of a healer. They are said to have the 	
	
 	

	
 ability of accessing the spiritual world at will, without the use of plants, on 	
 	

	
 account of a lifetime of dedication to the study of plant medicine and healing.	


!
Yoshin Yovui- Shipibo; literally translated as “poison demon.” This term is used to 	
 	

	
 describe a sorcerer who uses such things as the sap of the lupuna tree to 	
 	
 	
         
	
 accumulate black magic powers.	
         !
Yacuruna- Quechua; . Yacu means “water” and Runa means “people.” Thus the Yacuruna are 	

	
 spirit beings which live under the water.	


Yacumama: Quechua; Mythical anaconda that lives in the water.	


Yoshin- Shipibo; Thunder spirits, or demons.	


!
!
!
!
!
!
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